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ABSTRACT 

Ozone deplet i o~ in th pol ar s tratosphere during th e encrgetic so lar 

prot on e en t on Augu s t 19 ~ w r e observed by the back scattered ultraviolet 

(BU ) experiment on the Nimbus 4 s t el lite. Th observed ozone contents, the 

ozon e depress ions ~ nJ their temporal variations above the 4 mb level (~3 ~ km) 

exhibited distinct asymmetries betw en the northern and southe rn hemispheres. 

Since the ozone des troy ing solar parti cles prec ipi tat e rather synunetrically into 

the two polar atmosphere s , due to the geomagnet ic dipol e field, it is suggested 

that these asymmetri es may e expl ai ned i n terms of the difference s i n dynamic s 

between the summer and the wi nter pol ar atmo spheres . In the summer (north e rn) 

hemi pherc, the tra t ospherl and mesospheri o:one depl eti n cnd re very a r e 

smoo h fun c t ion o f ti m du t o the ~repond eran e of und is turbed order l flow 

in t hi s r egion . On the 0 h r h nd . th t empor a 1 var i t i n o f the upper s t r, t o

spherl' ~ ne in hc wi nter p l ~ r atmo spher e (5 uthern h em i ~phcre ) x li bits 

larg 'jlllliitude i.rre Ila r iti - . Thc s .h3r3c ri ti .: differences betwe n the 

two p lar at mo phere- a r 1 ':0 ev'd n i n t he' v ' r t.l a d i ' tri buti n ' of temp-

eratu re s and win S ob 'erv 'd l)' ' 11 0 ns and f' , ) c t soun in's, 
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The first observation of large-scale stratospheric ozone reduction due to 

precipitating energetic solar protons was made by the backscatt ered ultraviolet 

(BUV) experiment on the Nimbus 4 satellite during the solar flare event on 4 

August 197 2 (Heath et al., 1977). It was concluded that this ozone depression 

was due to solar protons because the observed ozone depression was preceded by 

the detection of hi gh intensity solar protons and the latitude denendence of the 

observed ozone depletion was limited to the polar regions with geomagnetic 

latitudes higher than roughly 55 0 in both hemispheres. Prior to this observation, 

the reduction of stratospheric ozone during solar flare events was predicted by 

Crutzen et al. (1975). 

The purpose of thi s letter is to descrihe the spatial and temporal asymme-

tries in the stratospheric ozone depletions occurring between the northern and 

southern hemispheres after the solar flare and discuss possible causes of 

these asymmetries. 

Tn Figure l(a,h and cl,* the columnar contents of atmospheric ozone above 

the 4 mb l eve l in the unit " of atmosphere-em (atm-cm) obtained by the Nimbus 4 

BUV are pl otted agains t time fo r the period extendi ng from day 180 to day 250 in 

1972. The major sol ar flare erupted at about 06 UT on 4 August (Day 217) (~Iartes, 

1973; IJakura, 1977 )" This flare event \ as the mo t intense on record in the 

la "t 26 years (Heath et al .• 1977). Figures (a) and (b) correspond to the data 

at 70° and 70 0 S, respe~tively" Fig r (c) presents the latitudinal d nendence 

of t i.e observed ozone depression event i n hath hemispheres. From these figures, 

one can see the fol lowing : (1) The mean value of the ozone content above the 4 

mb level prior to the so lar event in the northern hemisphere (summer) is less 

than that of the sout hern 

* The ozone data used in this investigation are from the original processing of 
the Nimhus 4 data from the BUV exped ment. While the final processing is 
expected to improve the quality of the derived ozone data we have no reason 
to be lieve that it will alter the conclusions contained in this paper. 
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hemisphere (winter). (2) On a time scale of days, the ozone columns above the 

4 mb level in the northern summer hemisphere are less disturbed than those in 

the southern winter hemisphere. (3) The reduction of ozone after the August 4 

flare event rang~s from a mean of 0.0138 atm-cm. for the pre-flare value to a 

mean of 0.0117 tm-cm, i.e., a 15.5% reduction at 70 0 N. On the other hand, at 

70°5, it changes approximately from 0.017 to 0.011 atm -cm. which is more than 

40%. (4 ) The recovery at 70 0 N is approximately monotonic with a time constant 

of the order of 20 days at the 4 mb level, ~lthough the ozone depletion in the 

band of 75°-80°' . hows no evidence of recovery for a period of one month after 

the event, as a ll be seen fr om figure ec) (Heath et al., 1977) . The time vari

:1tion at high lat i tud s in the southern hemi phere indi ate l arge flue uations 

not only in the r cov ry per iod but also during the ent i re period of obsp rvati on . 

Due to the 1; rge temporal fl uctuations of ozone in the southern hemi phere, 

one might initially question the validity of the data. In the following, however, 

we show that thes e fluctuations are real and can be explained on physical grounds. 

We also discuss the possible causes of the mean ozone asymmetries between the 

hemisphere s which may be due to interhemispheric differences in the dynamics of 

the upper polar atmospheres , solar illumination and vertical temperature structure. 

(1) Temporal Variations 

The precipitation of sol r flare particles, consisting mostly of protons of 

eve a1 tens of M V, with a few alpha particles (of the order of 10% of protons ) 

and :l smal ler f raction of heavy ions (Yates et al., 1973), should be symmetric 

betw en t he t wo hemispheres, due to the geomagnetic control of these incident 

partic1 hser~, ti ns f th e reductions in ozone and t heir temporal varia-

tion ~ are, hOhe ~r, quite different i n each hemisphere as can be seen in Figure 

1. These differenc . can be attd uted to the differing dynamical states of the 
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pola!' upper atmospheres in summer and winter as indicated by the thermal struc

ture and its time dependence in Figure 2. This figure shows the vertical temp

erature distributions up to the 100 km level (a) in winter and (b) in summer as 

observed at Barrow, Alaska (7l 0 N) from combined meteorological rocket soundings 

and radio-sonde observations during 1969 winter and 19i1 summer periods (Smith 

et al., 1971, 1974; Theon et al . , 1972). From these figures one can see that 

the winter polar atmosphere (Figure 2a) exhibits large disturbances in contrast 

to the summer polar atmosphere (Figure 2b). Correspondingly, instead of the 

monotonic recovery of depressed ozone in the summer stratosphere, the depleted 

ozone follows irregular variations as suggested by the vertical temperature 

variations in the winter stratocphere (Figure 2a). The variations are due to 

disturbances associated with planetary waves which propagate upward beyond the 

tropopause only during polar winter when the wind system in the lower strato

sphere is moderately westerly (Charney and Drazin, 1961; Dlckinson, 1968; Matsuno, 

1970; Hirota, 1971, 1976; Austen et a1., 1976). It should be noted that the 

presence of waves in the polar winter atmosphere and the relative lack of waves 

in the summer atmosphere is also reproduced by the numerical experiments of the 

general circulation model of Cunno1d et al. (1975, Figure 10 for example). 

Such waves are also indicated by balloon and rocket soundings of the polar 

atmosphere (Theon et al., 1972). Internal gravity waves also contribute to the 

temporal structure of the polar winter atmosphere. Their amplitudes in the 

stratosphere are, however, not as large as those of planetary waves. 

(2) Mean distributions 

The higher mean ozone values in the winter stratosphere relative to those 

of summer (Figure 1) have been noted previously by Heath et a1. (1974) and are 

also consistent with other OGO-4 ozone observations (London et al., 1977). These 

higher values are mainly due to the wintertime increase of the transmissivity of 
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the orographi dl ly excited pl anetary waves and the associate i n Tease in eddy 

transport s of oz ne from the t ropical upper stratosphere (where i t is pr duced) 

t o higher l ati tud es (Dutsch, 1971). Other smal ler contri but ions to the higher 

winter me an ozone a lues are: (1) he nightt ime enhancement of mcsospheric 

ozone (Hunt, 19b , Reed, 1 68 ; Maeda and Aikin, 1968 ; Hilsenrath, 1971), bej ng 

greater i n w' ntcr t han summer , eX .:nds t o the 4 mb Ie 1. (2 ) The net pr ducti. n 

0:0 e in h cooler wi n er . tmosphere i s great e r th ' n that of the 

summe (C ruL n, 197 4) since he prouu ti on and de t r u ti o 

and incre:.lsc with emF-e "F! lUre, re '.le tive ly. 

o on decr ' e s 

i'- jnaIl y , t h uld be not d that not 0nly i h ummer - will t er oz ne 

, ymmet.ry e f e t) r u ': '. tl by planet ry w ve s hilt. ills the inter-

h mi spher ' a s ymme try of the ot a l u: one content (ozon max i mum i ' large st in 

the northe r n hemi sphere). Thi s can be ascribed t o two factors: (1) Th ampli 

tud es of the orographically excited p l anetary waves are larger i n the northern 

hemisphere than t he southern hemi sphere because of the larger continental surface 

area in the northern hemisphere in contrast to the dominance of s~~oth ocean 

surfa ces in the sout hern hemisphere. (2) The transmissivity for planetary 

waves is largest in the late winter. 
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Fg. 1 

Fig. 2 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Zonally averaged total ozone above the 4-mb level during July

August 1972. The solar proton event occurred on 4 August (day 217). 

(a) at 70 0 N, (b) at 70°5 and (c) at 6-latitude bands, (70°5, 60°5, 

0°, 60 0 N, 70 0 N and 80 0 N). The vertical bars for each data point in 

(a) and (b) inuicate the standard deviations of all data obtained in 

the latitude band of that day, 

Vertical temperature distributions at Barrow, Alaska (71 0 N) 

observed by radio-sonde (up to around 35 km) and by sounding rocket, 

(a) in winter 1969 (data points marked by triangles, open circles 

and closed circles are II January 1015 UT, 19 January 2132 lJT and 26 

January 0500 UT, respectively, Smith et al., 1971), and (b) in 

summer 1971 (data points marked by triangl es , open circles and 

closed circles are 24 June 1500 UT, 2 July 1959 UT and 12 July 

1518 UT, respectively, Smith et al., 1974). 
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